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Design Objective

Concept

PicPoint will connect tourists who enjoy documenting their
experience and supporting local businesses to Points of
Interest (POI) through/by offering them specific places
and insight to some of the city’s best photo-op spots,
hidden gems, and local events. It will provide information,
images, links for events / locations (POIs) as well as local
deals. It may also link to your Instagram to the account to

The goal of this presentation is to establish the overall user
stories (use cases) as well as a list of ‘desired’ features
for the app that we can implement into navigation for a
prototype of the app. The following is a work in progress
description of the app, including features, user cases,
potential APIs, and names.

give geotags / hashtag options.

Creative Strategy

Solution
The apps will simplify the process of locating the most
photogenic locations in a given area. It provides displays
must-sees & uncovers hidden gems for tourist to visit
the location. The idea to connects outsiders (tourist) to
insider (local) hotspots and gives an immersive experience
without having to take guided tour. We aims to create an
apps that allows for a customizable experience – not one
planned for you by someone else

Target Audience
Female and male, aged between 16 to 35. Mainly local
and visitors who wanted to discover more about the cities
and countries based on the photography on the social
media and trend.

Psychographic

The group of people spend time to look at cultured and
adventurous active to discover more around them. They
are alway curious and interested in taking photos, travel
and gain new experiences. Their main activities is to
search on Instagram to explore what happen in the trend.
The value for their lifestyle is to documenting memories,
meaningful moments, and experiences to remember their
important parts in their life.

The project watned to aid and supporting local business
by bringing people to locations. It provides ability to help
others create and capture meaningful moments and give
an insiders point of view on Savannah – not just typical
travel spots, giving exposure to more of the city. Allowing
businesses to connect with audiences and offer deals
and opportunities they will love.

Direction + Design
The design focus on functionality for people to interact
with the products to promote this serious topic.

Media 1: Interface design
An apps that connected to the users social media to
search on their favour photography and bring them to that
location. The interactive interface for users to get into the
trends and share their lifestyle to the world.

Media 2: Poster
Poster design that displace the apps and introduce the
function of it to the public. The infographic based design
for users to know about the apps.

Software

ai in

Business Model Campus

Compeititve

Marketing Value

Exclusively for identifying picturesque locations and
photo ops which focus on local business, such as Yelp,
Pinterest, TripAdvisor, Facebook, Things To Do, Airbnb,
Google Trips, LiveTrekker, TimeOut, Foursquare.

The apps will bring the local and featured brands
opportunities to gain more customer reviews and
intereseted. This allows these brands to be our key
partners as sponsors and customers that support our
apps function in the market.

These companies can gives us insight on what people
use, want, and allows just to offer possible partnerships.
It can take influence from branding strategies. However,
these apps has already have heavy following of users.

Concept Words

Users can also used unlock special feature in the apps
that allow you to share your “favour list” and “planner”
to the social media for others to follow and gain views.

Brain Storming

Top Three Concept Statement
Medical Apps – the problem of hospital long waiting lists to receive immediate cure. The idea to allow people
to know what kind of basic medical product they need if they have sample illnesses. The apps give immediate
medical recommendation on possible illness and provide the related medicines to the users. Still, for some
serious medical issues, we do recommend people to visit the doctor for further advises.
Eye Protecting Devices – people are used to facing screen, but never know how it hurt to their eyes and affecting
their daily lifestyle. The idea is to create an alarm system that warn users of the harmfulness their did to their
eyes. An apps to record the amount of time you use on laptop and on your apps. Based on the data on your
basic eye situation, it provided the user’s a recommended recover plan to rest their eyes and exercise to relax
them. It will connected to the doctors if the result of your report is necessary for immediate treatment.
Wake You Up – everyone has the same problem, when they wake up they do not feel like they are awake and
they need some caffeine. This apps create a community for people with the same problem share their own
experience to be awake. The apps allows you to set up crazy amount of alarm at the same time to provide you
an orchestra-like experience for sure bring you out of bed. You can set up challenge like finish 10 push-up in
order to stop the alarm. There is also vibration function if you almost fell asleep during the meeting.

Solution
The last concept we picked for the group was the Photo apps that show the near by social media hot photographing
spots for users to easily find the perfect locations to show on the social communities.

Mood Board

Visual Board

Mood Board

Visual Board

Our team organized a list of possible features for
the user flow. We created a rough version User Flow
for each person to finalize before the next meeting.
The model formed a basic structure for the layout of
the wireframe and structure for displaying elements.
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Logo Sketches

Logo

Problem

Out of all logo sketches, our group chose the best
typography and monogram choices for the branding for
PicPoint. The circle represented the idea of photography
and the location mart symbolized the places users
wanted to go. I love the icon as it simplified enough
to tell the brand objective. The typography brought a
energetic and engaging mood to the company.

The monogram for the “p” is not communicating a
message about the company and the value. As the logo
are abstracted and without color, it became difficult
to show the passion and connection to the brands.

Solution

Color

By combining ideas from our groupmate, Carlie and
Chris with the sketches we have. We came up with
the logo that use the carmera lens as the circle and
the location point as the “p”. This appoarch deliver a
stright forward message to the audience.

The aim of the color is to show a bright and energetic
emotion to the brand. Light orange became our main
color theme for the overall design identity. The passion
and power shown in the color to our logo design.

The use of point and the “p” is the best solution right
now to the logo design.

Logo Refinement
Final Choice
The final appoarch our team went on A and F for the
interface design and the poster. The two sketches
shown the best communication to the brand. The
other design created a misleading situation on
the typography or could not show the main focus
on the icons.

Problem
The first logo (A) needed to modified the balance
between the monogram and the typography. Scale
logo (F) has to match with the typography more.
But overall the two design match with each other.

Style Tile

Photo

Color

By combining ideas from our groupmate, Carlie and
Chris with the sketches we have. We came up with
the logo that use the carmera lens as the circle and
the location point as the “p”. This appoarch deliver a
stright forward message to the audience.

The aim of the color is to show a bright and energetic
emotion to the brand. Light orange became our main
color theme for the overall design identity. The passion
and power shown in the color to our logo design.

First Rough User Flow
Spice Sample Box
The box for brands sample spices that matched with
the sample fish from the Sea To Table. Users can use
the recipe on the outside box to create their dishes
with the spicy.

Rough User Flow

Rough User Flow

Problem

Our team organized a list of possible features for
the user flow. We created a rough version User Flow
for each person to finalize before the next meeting.
The model formed a basic structure for the layout of
the wireframe and structure for displaying elements.
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Refine User Flow

Problem
However, the features could be difficult for user to
recognize the function of these elements. We did
a few user test and the result shown us that the
more features might create a misleading situation
for user.

User Test

Refine User Flow

Some said there were over amount of button and
selection for them to choice from. The option in
the menu can be change based on the location
the users in. It became inconvenience for users
to search on different cities and countries for
organizing their travel routes.

The finalized user flow I did has create more feature
for users to interact with the apps by sharing
their photography and emotion to the platform.
It allows user to create their own identity on the
apps network.

Final User Flow

Final User Flow
After minor modification on the wireframe, we
revisited the user flow to analysis the apps
functional display. At last, we came up with a
much detail and clarify process for the User Flow.

User Proflie
(Visitor) Mom 50 -- Sharing Cheryl
•

Upstate New York

•

Her and husband on week vacation. Staying
at bed and breakfast.

•

Wants to take photos to update her friends
on Facebook

•

Already been here a couple times.. Looking
to vamp up her itinerary

•

Currently uses travelocity, livetrekker, facebook
for recommendations, enjoys walking

(Local) Army Dude 25 -- Local Luke
•

Been based at Hunter for three years is looking
for new spots around Savannah

•

Has college buddied coming into town to visit
him..Wants to show them around

•

Give some insider insights into Savannah’s
best locations

•

Currently uses Yelp and Google Reviews uber
for transportation

(Visitor) Bridal Party Gal 29 -- Touristy Tiff
•

Here for the weekend celebrating bachelorette
party with friends

•

Utilizes planner function

•

Wants fantastic photo backgrounds for her
beautiful bride to be friends

•

Wants to document their weekend together
in Savavannah

•

User pinterest and instagram trending page/
geotags to enjoy her freetime

Motivation & Need

Target Audience

People wanted to find unusual and interesting locations to
explore with their friends, partner, or themselve. They like
to be surprised and inspired by the countries traditional
features. Things that is not shown on the travel book and
told by the tour guides.

Female and male, aged between 16 to 35. Mainly local
and visitors who wanted to discover more about the cities
and countries based on the photography on the social
media and trend.

Rough Wireframe

Rough Wireframe

Problem

The wireframe was created based on the apps consistency
and cohesiveness to made an interactive experience
for the users to quickly learn how to use the apps. We
searched on the competitive apps and website to identify
the important elements, and apply a united pattern to
the apps.

Even we minizied the function and the steps for users to
use the apps, it was still complicated to use due to the
information a location could had. The unknown elements
created as the users can pick any location they wanted
or location that around them. These possibility that we
could not shown on the brief wireframe.

Low-fi wireframe

welcome

sign up

authorization

location

menu

Favor List

Planner

Information

Detail

Map

Mid-fi Wireframe

Problem

Content Collecting Problem

Even we minizied the function and the steps for users to
use the apps, it was still complicated to use due to the
information a location could had. The unknown elements
created as the users can pick any location they wanted
or location that around them. These possibility that we
could not shown on the brief wireframe.

The other main question of the functional aspect of the
apps was about the content collection process.
– where the content come from?
– how the user interact with the content?
– what purpose / need service for users?

Functional Process
In order to better interact with the users, our team thought
of multi directions to tackle the content collection problem:

Direction One: Users Perspective

Direction Two: Sponsor Perspective

• allow user to upload their images and videos to the apps

• allow other companies and sponsors to find their own
photographiers for their own locations

• application opportunities for users to upload their
documents to our website for compeition
• opportunities to collaborate with social media larget
follower based bloggers to gather their daily photos

• collaborate with local government to promote their
cities tours, shops, products, and market locations
• work with google and intagram for photo

Solution: Flow
Bookmark / My Route / Route Map
While our team was working on the mid-fi wireframe for
the three sections: Bookmark / My List / My Route Map.
They were similar in functionality, and necessary for
individual need.
Bookmark – aimed for saving the location that users want
to go and might be able to put in the Planner.
My Route – for people to create their own route with
places that they will go and will find.
Route Map – visual direction with pins that communicate
with users where and when to go.
We went through the wireframe again to reorganize
the pages in user flow for users to learn the steps and
functions of pages.

Solution: Map Communication

Research Map

Problem

• clean lines and directions

Savannah map was complicated as their was not recent
map other than Google that collected the detail location
of the city. We could only create our own map and find
the detail in first–hand.

• icons for infographic design
• information display on phone

